A disk and washer (DAW) coupled cavity linac (CCL) was developed for a medium-velocity part in a muon linac to measure muon anomalous magentic moment and search for electric dipole moment. Muons were accelerated from v/c = β = 0.3 to 0.7 at an operational frequency of 1.3 GHz. In this paper, the cavity design, beam dynamics design, and cold-model measurements are presented.
INTRODUCTION
A disk and washer (DAW) coupled cavity linac (CCL) was first proposed in the early 1970s [1] and the first DAW was used in a proton and H − linac at the Moscow meson factory [2] . A DAW CCL is a cylindrical cavity with conducting washers interspersed with disks. There are several types of supporting structures for the washer [3] and Fig. 1 shows a biperiodic L-support type [4] . The DAW CCL has many advantages such as high shunt impedance and high coupling between the acceleration and coupling cells. Its disadvantages include the mode overlapping and the difficulties in analyzing its mode structure. Owing to recent enhancements in computational power, a satisfactory cavity design including washer support can be achieved; thus, three-dimensional electromagnetic fields can be considered. This paper describes the design of a DAW CCL for a low-emittance muon beam. Low-emittance muon beams exhibit potential advantages in various branches of science. After muons are cooled to thermal energy [5, 6] , they are accelerated to the specific * masashio@post.kek.jp energy required by an application. One such application of accelerated muon beams is the transmission muon microscope [7] . If the muons are accelerated up to 10 MeV, three-dimensional imaging of living cells can be achieved, which is impossible with the use of a transmission electron microscope. Muon linacs have also been used for the precise measurement of muon anomalous magnetic moment (g µ − 2) and electric dipole moment (EDM) at the Japan Proton Accelerator Research Complex (J-PARC E34) [8] . The J-PARC E34 experiment aims to accelerate muons to 212 MeV. Recently, a muon acceleration was demonstrated using, for the first time, using a radio-frequency quadrupole linac (RFQ) [9] . The muons will be accelerated to few megaelectronvolts after the RFQ using a drift-tube linac (DTL) [10] [11] [12] . In order to reach the higher energy levels required for various applications, it is necessary to perform additional acceleration with following cavities. The DAW CCL is one of the most promising candidates for this.
In this paper, the DAW CCL designs for the J-PARC E34 experiment and the prototype status are presented. The DAW CCL accelerates muons from v/c = β = 0.27 to 0.7 at an operational frequency of 1.3 GHz. First, we present designs for cavity and beam dynamics. Then, we describe the measurement for an Al cold-model of the DAW cavity. Finally, we summarize our results.
CAVITY DESIGN
In order to maximize the high-acceleration efficiency, the cavity design is optimized using several electro-magnetic field solver software. First, a two-dimensional model without washer supports, as shown in Fig. 2 is optimized by calculating the acceleration and coupling mode with SU-PERFISH [13] . The variable parameters are disk radius (T d ), disk thickness (T d ), washer radius (R w ), and the gap between the washer (G) as shown in red characters in Fig. 2 . The optimization process is performed using the SIMPLEX algorithm [14] and the optimization function is constructed with the confluent condition ( f a = f b , where f a and f b are the resonant frequencies of the acceleration and coupling modes, respectively), high shunt impedance (ZTT), and small peak-to-average ratio (E 0 /E max ).
Then, a three-dimensional model with washer supports is constructed in CST MICROWAVE STUDIO [15] based on the optimized two-dimensional model. Here, the connection radius of the supports is selected to be the zero-electric point to minimize perturbation to the accelerating mode. The three-dimensional model is also optimized by using the same optimization function as that used in the two-dimensional one. Finally, the dispersion curve is investigated to check whether an unfavorable mode exists around the operation frequency. All the steps are repeated for several cavity lengths of βλ/4 ( β = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6). Because of the bi-periodic structure, some stop bands appear in π/2. Although the TM11 mode is near the operational frequency, the cavity is tuned in the optimization process so that the operational frequencies sit in the stop band at π/2. Although the dipole mode passband TE11 crosses the line where the phase velocity matches the speed of muons, it is not considered to be a problem because the muon beam current is negligible and the transverse kick due to this mode is estimated to be much smaller than the requirement. Table 1 summarizes the optimized cavity parameters for β = 0.3 ∼ 0.6. 
BEAM DYNAMICS DESIGN
A DAW module consists of two DAW tanks connected with a bridge tank and quadrupole doublets placed at inter- tank spacing. The inter-tank spacing is set to 4.5 βλ considering the feasibility of magnet installation. The average acceleration field (E 0 ) is considered according to the Kilpatrick limit and the peak-to-average ratio calculated in the previous section; E 0 is set to be 5.6 MV/m that is lower than Kilpatrick limit. Then the longitudinal dynamics is designed by TRACE3D [16] . Table 2 lists the parameters for the dynamics design including the transit time factor (T). The upper limit on the number of DAW cells, or the length of the tank, is determined by the limitation of the quadrupole strength due to transverse instabilities. There may be instabilities or resonances when the zero current phase advance (σ 0 ) is greater than 90 degrees [17] . Although the muon beam intensity is expected to be much smaller than that in the region of such instabilities, the number of cells is chosen to match this criterion. The maximum σ 0 is 83 degrees at the first tank when the number of cells is ten. The number of cells in all tanks is chosen to be ten based on this result.
The beam transport line between the previous accelerator (inter-digital drift-tube linac [10] ) and the DAW is then designed to match the injection beam to the beam parameters estimated by TRACE3D. The transport line consists of four
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quadrupole magnets and two RF cavities. The field strength of the quadrupoles and the RF cavities are fitted to obtain a matched beam. Finally, the beam dynamics in the entire modules including the transport line is simulated using PARMILA [18] . Figure 4 shows the phase-space distributions at the DAW exit. Figure 5 shows the emittance growth along the DAW cells. The growth is estimated to be less than a few percent, and the output beam emittance is 0.32 π mm mrad and 0.21 π mm mrad for x and y, respectively. Table 3 
COLD MODEL MEASUREMENTS
Based on the optimized cavity design, an Al cold model with β = 0.3 were fabricated. A unit includes four washers, and corresponds to three accelerating cells. In order to measure the accelerating and coupling modes, two types of the end plate were fabricated Figure 6 shows the measurement results for the coupling mode. The resonant frequency is measured to be 1.315 GHz and it is consistent to the simulation result within approximately 0.1%. The difference from 1.3 GHz is owing to the effect of the end plate. Further measurements with different numbers of cells and for the acceleration mode are being conducted. 
CONCLUSION
We designed a DAW CCL cavity and beam dynamics for muon linac to measure muon g − 2 and search for EDM. The required power is comparable to the expected value and the emittance growth satisfies the requirement. An Al coldmodel was fabricated and measurements are being conducted to confirm the design.
